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Further to your Freedom of Information Act request, please find the Trust’s response, 
in blue bold text below: 
 
 

Request and Royal Devon and Exeter NHS Foundation Trust 
Response 

 
 

1. Is the Trust currently under contract with regards to pressure area care 
mattresses? If so with whom? 
The Trust does not have any contracts for supplying pressure area care 
mattresses because we retain a stock of them, but we have contracts for 
maintaining pressure care mattresses with: 

 Drive Devilbiss,  

 Hill Rom,  

 Linet UK and  

 Capsule Tech SAS 
 
We have no contract for rented beds or mattresses 
 

2. Do you mainly use hybrids or dynamic mattresses and how many of each are 
used? 
The trust has hybrid mattresses (AtmosAir 9000) on all acute/ 
community inpatient beds including the NHS Nightingale (accept certain 
maternity/ paediatric beds).  The use of dynamic mattresses is variable 
dependent on patient needs, we only used dynamic where a patient is 
unable or unwilling to reposition themselves dependent on a risk 
assessment. 
 

3. When is this contract due to end? 
Contracts for maintaining pressure care mattresses end: 

 Drive Devilbiss, Expired September 2020 

 Hill Rom, June 2021 

 Linet UK June 2024 

 Capsule Tech SAS February 2024 
 

4. How many mattresses are in the contract? 
No supply contract. 
 

5. Is this a rental or a purchase contract? 
Maintenance contracts as described above. 
 

6. Does the contract cover the servicing of these? 
Maintenance agreements mentioned above. 
 



7. Does this contract cover bariatric as well? 
Bariatric is under a hire agreement with the company Arjo.  This 
contract will be terminating in approx three years. 
 
 

8. How many static (foam) mattresses on average does the Trust purchase in a 
year?  
The Trust purchased 60 x mattresses in 2019 but nothing since. 
 

9. Is the Trust currently under contract with regards to beds? If so with whom? 
No contract. 
 

10. Who is the main Procurement Manager for the Trust? 
John Malloch (Head of Procurement) 
 

11. Who would manage the procurement of beds and mattresses within the trust? 
Clinical divisions with the Procurement Department. 
 

12. Does the Trust receive any decontamination service for beds and mattresses? 
Yes 
 

13. If so with whom? 
Arjo 
 

14. How many inpatient beds are there at each of your sites?  
763 including Paediatric beds  Maternity and  High Dependency beds. 
 

15. How many Paediatric Cots are there at each of your sites?  
44 Cots 
 


